Nemschoff Leonard Seating
®

Nemschoff Leonard Seating offers three
ways to help visitors stay comfortable
in patient rooms—a recliner, settee,
and flop sofa. The recliner welcomes
guests by making it easy to find just
the right position for eating, visiting,
reading, or watching TV. It also appeals
to patients as an inviting alternative
to their hospital bed. The settee and
sofa both convert to sleep surfaces,
encouraging visitors to participate in
the healing process with their presence
at the bedside. Coordinating style
among all three lets you achieve a
cohesive look in patient rooms.
Benefits
•
Recliner moves within an infinite
range from upright to nearly flat;
independent control elevates
the footrest
•
Settee sleeps one—the left or
right side extends out to turn the
seating area into a sleep surface
•
Sofa sleeps two—just pull out
the seat and flop down the back;
one person can do it in seconds
Warranty
12-year, 3-shift
(recliner mechanism: 10-year)
hermanmiller.com/nemschoffleonard-sleep-settee-and-sofa

Nemschoff Leonard Seating
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Key Features
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1.

Non-Marring Glides
Glides on bottom of legs protect flooring from scuffs;
casters available for recliner

4.

Linen Storage
Settee and sofa have compartment under the
seat to store bedding

2.

Spring Seat Construction
Suspension system provides uniform support and
keeps upholstery from puddling

5.

Arm Cap Options
Choose wood, black urethane, or fully upholstered

3.

Replaceable Components
Mechanical fasteners allow parts to be serviced in
the field, increasing product lifespan

6.

Moisture Barrier
Optional extra layer of protection prevents moisture
from seeping into filling materials

These drawings represent a sample of the dimensions and configurations available.
Download the price book for a full listing of all available product configurations.

Product Models
View model library.

Sustainability
Click here to see how Nemschoff Leonard Seating meets your environmental goals.

Planning Ideas
View design solutions.
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